Rules for World Cup Parallel
1. Type of Event
- The race will be conducted as a parallel (PSL or PGS) with a qualification.
2. Eligibility
- World Cup rules, art. 3 are valid for the qualification. Basic – and nation
quota according to the event concerned.
- The best 32 ranked competitors from the qualification are qualified for the
parallel race.
3. Entry deadlines: According to World Cup rules
4. Qualification
4.1 Qualification run in parallel format (run-rerun)
- Takes place on the parallel competition course.
- Enrolment: The best 30 competitors present are enrolled according to the
actual Parallel World Seeding List (PWSL).
- Enrolment after the best 30th competitor: Competitors with at least 500
WCSL points are enrolled after the 30th competitor. Thereafter the
competitors are enrolled according to the PWSL.
- Starting order: 1st run, odd bibs on red course and even bibs on blue course
2nd run: odd bibs on blue course and even bibs on red course
- The competitors DNF, DNS, DSQ in the run 1 are not starting the run 2
- Only competitors with time in both runs are classified.
- The best 32 total times (adding 1st and 2nd run time), after confirmation from
each Team Captain right after qualification’s protest time is over, will be
qualified for the round of 32. If there are no 32 competitors with both times
the best single times will be the next qualified competitors.
- In case of a tie, the competitor with the best single time will be better ranked.
If there is still a tie the higher bib will be better ranked.
- In case only 1 run can be completed, the 16 best ranked competitors from
each course will be qualified for the round of 32. Competitors from the
course with the best time will be enrolled with odd numbers according to rank
(1, 3, 5, etc). Competitors from the other course will be enrolled with even
numbers according to rank (2, 4, 6, etc).
4.2 Qualification run (one run only)
- Takes place on a different course (not the parallel competition course).
- Enrolment: same as Qualification in the parallel course.
- Starting order according to art 9.2 (World Cup Rules).
- A qualification run is shorter than traditional SL or GS runs.
- The qualification run will be set with single GS gates. In case of PSL: the
distance from turning pole to turning pole according to ICR (art. 801.2.3).
- In case of PGS: the distance from turning pole to turning pole should not be
less than 13 m.
- The best 32 ranked competitors from the qualification run, after confirmation
from each Team Captain right after qualification’s protest time is over, are
qualified. In case of a tie for the 32nd position, the higher bib is the qualified
competitor.
5. Parallel race
- Enrolment: The 32 qualified competitors are enrolled
- Enrolment according to their ranking in the qualification run.
- Bracket (Start list) for the parallel is according to ICR. (art. 1230.2.1)
- First round: Each heat between competitors consists of two runs. The two
competitors change courses for the second run.
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For all heats, the allocation of course, blue or red, will be drawn.
The maximum penalty time after the first heat is: 0.5 second.
The losing competitors after the first round will be ranked from 17 to 32
according to their total time (run and re-run) Competitors without total time
will be ranked according to the time from the qualification.
All following rounds from round of 16, consist of one run.
In case of a tie in the round of 16, the Quarter finals or the Semi-finals the
winner will be determined by the best total time from the first round (run and
re-run). In case the competitors cannot be separated on total time from the
first round, the competitor with the lowest bib will advance to the next round.
The losing competitors from the round of 16 will be ranked from 9 to 16
according to their total time from their run. In case of tie, the time of previous
round is valid. Those without a time will be ranked according their time of
previous round.
The losing competitors from the Quarter-final will race for their final ranking.
(rank 5 to 8, according to bracket, ICR.) In case of a tie, the regulation above
is valid.
In case of a tie in the Final and/or the Small Final, competitors are ranked
ex-aequo. (tie)
ICR Art. 1220, Parallel events is valid

6. Precisions
- In case of PSL, Slalom Specifications for Alpine Competition Equipment are
valid. In case of PGS, Giant Slalom Specifications for Alpine competition
equipment are valid (Exception race suits).
- Qualification run and Parallel race will be set by FIS.
- Parallel WCSL will be introduced for season 2020/2021.
- In case of force majeure the Jury can decide to use any qualification method.
(art. 4.1 or 4.2)
7. World Cup points
- Neither for the qualification run or parallel race, FIS points will be awarded.
- World Cup points in the event concerned (PAR) and Overall World Cup
points (also including Nation Cup points) will be awarded as follows:
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8. Prize Money: According to World Cup rules art. 6
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